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AMERICAN NEWSPAPER COMMENTS

"PINCER MOVEMENT IN THE AIR"

"On the night of September 7, 1940, planes from Goering's Luftwaffe

reported to the number of 700 bombed London in what Berlin described as the

heaviest air raid, in history" says today 's New York Times,

"They killed 306 persons and funded 1,300.

"It was one of those frantic blows which wereo to knock England out of the

war and destroy the British Empire. Only, a miracle of defence forced, the

Nazis to quit on the verge of victory.

"Today, two years, later, the sky above London is usually serene* But

night after night the dark sky, over Germany is, filled with hostile planes
dropping loads of explosives which Goering*s fliers of 1940 never dreamed of.

"They speed in not only from England but from Russia* They cast a trail

of fire from the Rhine to the Vistula*

"It is a pincers movement which in geographical scope leaves those the

Germans conduct on the ground puny by comparison* Soon, says Ambassador Maisky,
pilots of the east and west will meet over Berlin* The curtain of destruction

will then be spread over all Germany*

"This situation in the air is the greatest reversal of the war* Not until

the war ends will we know what Germany has suffered, No can guess what a 1,000

plane raid on Cologne means by multiplying the explosive load dropped on London

two years ago by possibly five or six.

"When Russian planes bomb Koenigsberg, Warsaw, Budapest and Berlin, and

British planes bomb Duisburg, say, and Frankfort, Leipzig Hamburg and Bremen,
all in a single week, we can guess the effect on German morale by considering
what might have happened if the Luftwaffe had been able to scatter bombs on

Edinburgh, Glasgow, Belfast, Birmingham, Manchester, Liverpool, Southampton,

even while it was punishing London.

Every German must know today that there is no relief in sight* All fear

that if America car bring its Air Force across the ocean such a storm will be

unloosed as never broke on any nation,"

"THE CORSICAN LAUGHED”

The New York Times also comments? "The fate of Stalingrad still hangs

in the balance, but one is moved to say that the fate of the Russian people does

not
...

there is no fixed point at which the hatred of the Nazi and the

determination to perish rather than submit to him will die out of Russia,

"The Germans are buying at frightful expense gains that will never realize

their hopes* In no city, at no mountain pass, will they find what they

struggle for - peace on their own terms.

"There has been on nothing like this resistance since farmers armed with

scythes and pitchforks rose against Napoleon. The Corsican laughed, but not

after Waterloo. Of this great moment in history we Americans, so different

in our ways of living, are a part*

"What more can we do to help Russia one does not know, We do know

that to the defenders of Russia, like the defenders of China, we shall have

a debt to repay."

/LAVAL
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LAVAL'S PROTEST

Commenting on the announcement in Vichy that Laval had lodged a second

protest with the U,S*. Government against the bombing of Rouen by American

Flying. Fortresses, the New York Times says:-

"Thus the technically neutral Retain government of Unoccupied France, with

which-the United States still'enjoys' diplomatic relations, is assorting an

official interest in the- German-occupied portions of France,, transcending a

sympathic interest in territory beyond its jurisdiction such as any neutral

government might officially proclaim in the name of humanity.....

"One need have no knowledge whatever of international law to appreciate
that an assertion by Vichy of the protective principle of all human relations

that rights, whether of individuals or of organisations, entail obligations,

and cease to exist when the power to discharge those obligations; is lost, by
virtue of the Retain government’s armistice agreement with the conquering

Germans, it surrendered to the latter, with whom, we are now at war, all power to

discharge inoccupied territory the most rudimentary obligations to the nations

with which it still enjoys friendly re1ations.......

"lt was in Vichy that Laval*s protest is based on a claim that

his Government has protective rights in whatever French establishment the

Germans are not using for military purposes. It is hard, to believe that such a

claim is being seriously advanced; if it is, the only way to take it seriously

is to impose upon Laval an obligation commensurate with the right he claims,

namely, the obligation to keep this country constantly informed of the localities

facilities and buildings which the Germans are using, formilitary purposes, so

that due care, may be taken to bomb these only."

MINISTRY OF INFORMATION
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